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To celebrate NASAâ€™s Hubble Space Telescope and its 25 years of accomplishments, let The

Hubble Cosmos fill your mind with big ideas, brilliant imagery, and a new understanding of the

universe in which we live. Relive key moments in the monumental Hubble story, from launch

through major new instrumentation to the promise of discoveries to come. With more than 150

photographs including Hubble All-Starsâ€”the most famous of all the noteworthy imagesâ€”The

Hubble Cosmos shows how this telescope is revolutionizing our understanding of the universe.
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Fantastic book with great pictures and very informative text on the history of Hubble and its role in

science. I've given 4 stars because I personally wish it had more of Hubble pictures. That aside, the

pictures it does have are beautiful and the information it gives about Hubble makes it well worth it.

What I don't appreciate in a book this size is a dozen artist impressions when there are millions of

real Hubble images. Lots of history, news coverage and biography, and only grade school science.

Its like a very large National Geographic magazine special, which is exactly what it is, I guess.

I gave this to my nephew for Christmas. He's at an age where he's too cool to think anything is cool,

so it's hard to tell what he thought of it. I thought it was great; lots of pictures, well written. I only wish

it had more (or better) wide-view shots of the deep field. I was hoping for something that would



really give you an idea of how small our galaxy is out there with everything else (we had a Hubble

deep field poster in one of my college astronomy classes that did just that, and it was awesome).

This is the best book that I have read, well in the last 13.7 billion years. This should be a mandatory

textbook for all high schools. Think of the ignorance that we could stamp out if that were the case.

Fantastic book! Another great book for Hummingbird Ranch Vacation House (Rentals) in SE

Arizona!Our extra dark skies attracts many star gazers from all over! This book is great!!!

Fabulous pictures and interesting informative text. This book made wonderful gifts to many friends

until  started raising the price, apparently due to my purchases.

An absolutely beautiful book of the pictures taken by the Hubble telescope.One of the best books

I've purchased in years.Really enjoyed it.

This was a very thoughtful gift from my husband. Gorgeous book, great reading and of course,

spectacular photos.
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